Envision your showplace with any style of window you can
imagine. Customizing your Hyde Park Premium Vinyl Replacement
Windows to reflect your personal preferences is easy. Choose
window styles, colors, and decorative options to create the design
ambience that make your home unique. Vinylmax offers the perfect
solution.

The Details make
the Difference.

Vinyl Colors

Maintenance-free PVC vinyl stays color true,
inside and out and all the way through. Guaranteed.

Hyde Park Premium Replacement
Windows combine the superb style and
modern performance features that show
you care about quality.

Elegant cove moulding

Hyde Park recessed dual cam
locks have locked and open
positions for locking and
unlocking the window. The
Clean position retracts a
hidden tilt mechanism,
allowing the window to tilt
in for easy cleaning.

When you invest in new windows,
choose only the best. Hyde Park Premium
Replacement Windows by Vinylmax.
* Fusion welded frame and sash corners are
secure, weathertight and never pull apart.
* Multi-chambered vinyl frame is energy efficient,
maintenance-free and lasts a
lifetime.
* Beveled exterior frame
enhances curb appeal.
* Cove moulded detail at head
of window creates instant elegance.
* Tamper resistant overlap
interlock spans the full width
of the window to ensure that
drafts and the elements stay
out.
* Multiple rows of weatherstripping on frame and
sash reduce air infiltration.
* Sloped sill with internal water management
system facilitates easy water runoff and weeps
moisture away.
* Compression bulb at the sill provides a
weathertight seal for extra protection against the
elements.

Attractively curved lift rail and
finely-crafted detail on the sash.

* Ergonomically designed integral lift handles at the top
and bottom will never pull loose.

Clay Exterior

White

Tan

Soft decorator white
blends seamlessly with
sophisticated interiors.

Neutral, yet warm, tan
complements many types
of exterior home designs.

Grid Styles

Bronze Exterior

Enhance your home’s exterior without
sacrificing style inside. Our two-tone products
feature a weather-rated exterior finish and our
soft decorator white interior.

Patterns vary according to window style, size and even your
preference. Other decorative options available, too.

* Recessed cam action locks not only put the sashes
together for secure locking, but also activate a hidden
mechanism that allows the double hung sashes to tilt in
for easy cleaning.
* AAMA certified dual night locks limit
sash movement to permit secure
ventilation when the window is
partially open.

* Constant force balance system
allows sashes to move freely with no
adjustment needed.

* Intercept Warm-edge spacer system has proven seal
integrity and conducts less heat and cold than other
systems.

Colonial

Prairie

Diamond

This traditional look is perfect
for any style home.

Adds dimension without
blocking the view.

Old-World charm for today’s
modern homes.

Grid Profiles
Hyde Park
Double Hung
detail drawing

Vinylmax between-the-glass grids are securely locked into
the Intercept Spacer, so they’ll always stay straight and true.
A) 5/8” Flat grids
add simple style to any window.

A
D

* Double strength, double paned insulated glass
produces optimal energy performance and includes
glass breakage warranty.

B
C

AAMA certified night locks have passed the forced entry resistance test,
and limits the sash movement when engaged.

B) 3/4” Georgian grids
enhance home’s appearance
with sculptured detail.
C) 3/16” Pencil Brass grids
highlight the warm elegance
of a room.
D) 3/16” Pencil Pewter grids
subtly suggest graceful lines.

